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All characters depicted in this series of artworks are from the 
Visual Novel (Higurashi: When the Cry) by Ryukishi07 of the 07th 
Expansion
All characters are copyright to their original content owners.

This a non-profit illustration book. All rights are reserved.

The content in this book will contain spoilers for 
the entire story of Higurashi:When they Cry

Special thanks to Polly and SMPS community for introducing me 
to the series. (https://socksmakepeoplesexy.net/ )



Mion and “Sadness of the melting ice cream”

  Drifting Cotton

綿流し編

End of the Festival



A Cold and Lonely Moon

冷たい月

“Maybe it has to be this way, but its just so...terrible.”

祟殺し

The Extermination



祟殺しですか

Extermination?

Sa1b_SakebuB1_2

日の出

Sunrise
“Nobody will ever find themselves lost here again.”



Individuality.(個性。)

The Warmth of His Touch

理想化.

Idealization.

you’ve been hurt much a lot more than me, havent you?



蔓延

Infestation

They created an environment that excused murder in that name

約束

Favor
Please, grant me the worst possible ending



流氷

“I’m going to become happy, to where I don’t even feel 
happiness anymore.”

罪滅し

Sinfulness

“The difficulty is set to zero.”



Key

Lets remain together, forever

The Steps of Faith



Massacure

Apostasy

Apologies

tick tock, tick tock
im sorry
im sorry.



SYNDROME 34

Testament



Afterwords

Good evening. This is Sayara.
Six months ago, a friend of mine started 
a little streaming project that consisted of 
reading outloud the entire 
Higurashi: When they Cry series. At the 
time, I had very little knowledge about the 
series besides it has “cute anime girls” and 
violence. Now six months later an entire 
illustration book was made from the series!

Somehow, the distinct combination of my 
artwork seemed to mesh pretty 
comfortably with the subject matter of 
Higurashi. Even without the subject mat-
ter of cute girls. Could you tell who is who 
within the images? At the end of it all, It was 
fascinating how after six months, so much 
art and energy came forth for this project 
that started simply with an anthromorphic 
roasted corn drawn without any sort of real 
plan. Whos very existence invited a sense of 
sorrow to the viewer. Thank you.
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